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Abstract
The advanced handling of uncertainties arising from a wide range of
sources is fundamental in quality control and dependability to reach
advantageous decisions in diﬀerent organizational levels of industry. Especially in the competitive edge of production, uncertainty shall not be
solely object of estimation but the result of a systematic management
process. In this process, the composition and utilization of proper information acquisition systems, capability models and propagation tools
play an inevitable role. This thesis presents solutions from production
system to operational level, following principles of the introduced concept of uncertainty-based thinking in production. The overall aim is to
support transparency, predictability and reliability of production systems, by taking advantage of expressed technical uncertainties. On a
higher system level, the management of uncertainty in the quality control of industrial processes is discussed. The target is the selection of
the optimal level of uncertainty in production processes integrated with
measuring systems. On an operational level, a model-based solution is
introduced using homogeneous transformation matrices in combination
with Monte Carlo method to represent uncertainty related to machining system capability. Measurement information on machining systems
can signiﬁcantly support decision-making to draw conclusions on manufactured parts accuracy, by developing understanding of root-causes
of quality loss and providing optimization aspects for process planning
and maintenance.
Keywords: Precision engineering, Uncertainty modelling, Machining system capability
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Sammanfattning
Att kunna hantera osäkerhet i produktion på ett avancerats sätt vilken
kan ha genererats genom ett brett spektrum av källor är grundläggande
för att upprtthålla och utveckla kvalitetskontroll och pålitlighet, och
för att ta fördelaktiga beslut på olika nivåer inom industrin. I synnerhet bland de konkurrerande företagen som ligger i framkant inom
produktionsområdet ska osäkerhet inte enbart bygga på en uppskattning utan vara ett resultat av ett systematiskt arbete, procedur och
hantering. I denna process spelar kompositionen och användningen
av lämpliga informationsinhämtningssystem, kapabilitetsmodeller och
kartläggningsverktyg en viktig roll. Avhandlingen presenterar lösningar
för produktionssystem ned till operatörsnivå, enligt principerna för det
införda begreppet osäkerhetsbaserat tänkande i produktionen. Det
övergripande målet är att stödja transparens, att kunna förutsäga
beteendet och tillförlitligheten för ett produktionssystem, genom att
dra nytta av kända tekniska osäkerhetsfaktorer. På högre systemnivå
diskuteras hanteringen av osäkerhet i produktion vid kvalitetskontroll
av industriella processer. Målet är att valet av optimal osäkerhetsniv
i produktionsprocesser integreras med mätsystemet. På operatörsnivå,
introduceras en modellbaserad lösning som använder homogena transformationsmatriser i kombination med Monte Carlo metoden för att
representera osäkerheten i relation till bearbetningssystemets kapabilitet.
Nyckelord: Precisionstillverkning, Osäkerhetsmodellering, Bearbetningssystems kapabilitet
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The history of mankind has a fundamental relationship with the creation and control of tools and processes to solve more and more complex
problems. Great advances in technology enable to continuously push
the limit of manufacturing processes in cost-eﬀectiveness, productivity, product quality and time to market. Parallel with these advances
the traditional view of manufacturing is changing. Manufacturing has
been considered to be a process that turns raw material into products, in which the stream of material had the central role. The biggest
changes in the factory of the future will be due to the stream of information following the stream of material. Where not only productivity,
but quality can also be judged through the continuous ﬂow of information, shifting the focus from the output of the process (e.g. part
inspection) to the process itself (e.g. equipment health monitoring).
The advances of this quantiﬁed information stream can oﬀer possible
solutions to recurring questions:
• What are the capabilities of a production unit and the whole
system?
• What are the main root causes of faults and quality losses?
• What are the optimal parameters to design and implement processes on diﬀerent system levels in production?
1
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• How reliable is the available information?
Towards the utilization of technological advances enabling such a
quantitative information stream, several steps need to be discussed,
including: i) acquisition, ii) processing, and iii) representation of information.

1.1

Motivation and Goals

The conceptual goal of this thesis is to cover the topics of i) acquisition, ii) processing, and iii) representation of information by lifting
measurement information to higher production system level. That can
be enabled by the introduction of performance indicators, which properly represent the units of a production system. The ﬁnal target is
to support decision-making in production, maintenance and process
planning. The goal is reached through bringing relevant and advanced
concepts and guidelines related to uncertainty evaluation from the ﬁeld
of metrology closer to the ﬁeld of manufacturing.
The focus of this thesis is on the physical system of machining
systems (which in this work is deﬁned as the structure of machine tools
under cutting process). The goal is the representation of this physical
system through a proper characterization including measurement and
modelling of relevant physical quantities. The ﬁnal target is to lift
this information to higher system level in the form of key performance
indicators (KPIs) so that the gained knowledge can be interpreted by
production, maintenance or process planning (ﬁgure 1.1). As described
later, the main goal is realized from an uncertainty-based perspective.

1.2. BACKGROUND, CHALLENGES AND TRENDS
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Figure 1.1: Representation of the physical system of machining systems.
Further goals of the thesis include:
• the integration of machining system capability (MSC) and manufactured part characteristics into a uniﬁed framework based on
uncertainty evaluation
• the adaptation of existing measurement instruments and procedures to setup error budgets (in production),
• the composition of advanced measurement data analysis methods

1.2

Background, Challenges and Trends

Manufacturing is a highly knowledge capital intensive sector [1]. Manufacturers are highly focused on seeking new opportunities to achieve
growth. The priority of growth targets are increasing [2], which leads
to an even higher level of competition in the sector. Greater cost containment and increased spending on R&D is more and more seen as

4
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a necessity to reach change in the status quo [3, 4]. Continuous optimization of infrastructure (including equipment, which is responsible
for the majority of the capital expenditure) has become one of the main
targets of R&D in manufacturing [5].
Recent R&D implementations demonstrated the potential of higher
production capability utilization, which can achieve: i) 10-20% reduced
cost for quality [6], ii) 30-50% reduction of total machine downtime [7],
iii) 20-50% decrease in time to market [7] and iv) 10-40% reduction
of maintenance costs [5]. Industrial metrology is seen as one of the
key enablers of these performance improvements, by assuring a reliable
quantitative information stream through activities like process control
feedback, part inspection and monitoring.
The three traditional main pillars of metrology are uncertainty, calibration and traceability, where uncertainty can be seen as the basis for
the other two. One of the enablers for reaching high levels of robustness and controllability of industrial processes is the systematic and
advanced handling of related uncertainties. The concept of measurement uncertainty was formed in the previous two decades, but in the
21st century the demand for an eﬀective concept and practical handling
tools is even more signiﬁcant. As a result of higher demand for automated and self-decision making systems and increasing requirements
for high-precision operations, engineering systems are getting more and
more complex and the urgency for robustness is unquestionable. In this
context, raising awareness of the management of uncertainty has high
importance, and it is also the main target of this thesis.

1.3

Research Objectives

Production is ”the pure act of manufacturing process (or the connected
series of acts or processes) of actually physically making a product from
its material constituents, as distinct from designing the product, planning and controlling its production, assuring its quality” [8]. This thesis
focuses on the information ﬂow related to the material ﬂow, particularly
the information on quality. The scope of this work is to provide up-
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stream quantitative information with expressed uncertainty for higher
organizational level activities in production (process planning, production or maintenance). This includes information about product quality
for higher controllability of the production process and higher utilization of capability (Fig. 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Structure and scope of the thesis.
Further research objectives:
• Describe the role of uncertainty in decision making related to
production systems.
• Develop a procedure to support the integration of measurement
processes into complex production systems.
• Deﬁne a framework that can be used to measure and model the
eﬀect of uncertainty in production.
• Implement measurements and create models to predict the eﬀect
of uncertainty in a production process.
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1.3.1

Research Questions

Based on the introduced goals and research objectives the following
research questions are deﬁned and addressed in this thesis:
RQ I) Can the developed concept of measurement uncertainty from
the domain of metrology facilitate the concept of uncertainty in
the domain of production?
RQ II) What decision-supportive procedure can be developed in order
to improve the management of uncertainty in production systems?
RQ III) How can uncertainty analysis tools support the characterization of machining systems?

1.4

Research Methodology

The nature of research brought into this study follows the philosophical theory of positivism. Positivism holds that the valid source of
knowledge (or truth) is posteriori, meaning that information is collected
through observations of natural phenomena and certain knowledge is
gained through reasoning and logic [9]. The knowledge developed is
based on deterministic thinking, in which causes determine eﬀects or
outcomes, which is explored with careful observation and measurement of the objective reality that exists out there in the world [10].
Thus, experimentation, numerical measures and quantitative methods
are broadly employed to reach positive facts.
Falsiﬁcation developed by Karl Popper is an important step after positivism, in which it is possible to reject beliefs if they can be
proven false, however due to the impossibility in veriﬁcation the objective truth is unknown. Certain aspects of this research are pointing
towards postpositivism, which represents the thinking after positivism,
challenging the traditional notion of absolute truth knowledge, which
in this paradigm can never be found [11]. In this viewpoint knowledge
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is not equivalent with certainty and uncertainty is not simply the absence of knowledge. New knowledge on complex processes may reveal
the presence of uncertainties that were previously known or were underestimated. In this way, more knowledge illuminates that our understanding is more limited or that the processes are more complex than
previously thought [12]. An important consequence is that more knowledge does not necessarily mean more certainty, but on the other hand
less uncertainty can require further knowledge. As Shackle expressed
it in his theory of unknowledge: ”There would be no uncertainty if a
question could be answered by seeking additional knowledge. The fundamental imperfection of knowledge is the essence of uncertainty.” [13].
The research contribution in this work is dominated by quantitative
methods. However, the scientiﬁc contribution also includes qualitative
studies to explore the research gap and strengthen the understanding
of trends and problems.

1.5

Thesis Structure and Publications

Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the research goals and objectives,
with relevant trends and challenges. The main research questions are
listed and the appended papers are outlined in this chapter.
Chapter 2 summarizes state-of-the-art standards, guidelines and
literatures to address the ﬁrst research question, and introduces how
”uncertainty-based thinking” can be beneﬁcial in production. The ﬁrst
research question (RQ I) is addressed in this chapter.
Chapter 3 presents concepts related to the management of uncertainty on various system levels in production. The cost of uncertainty
concept is introduced by addressing the second research question (RQ
II).
Chapter 4 summarizes and aims to present the procedure outlined in the appended publications. This chapter represents the major
research contribution of this thesis together with the appended papers.
The third research question (RQ III) is answered in this chapter.
Chapter 5 holds a discussion and concludes the work by reﬂecting
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on the answered research questions.
Chapter 6 describes the major future steps that are the part of
the overall PhD in which this thesis is an important milestone.

1.6

Appended Papers

The following appended publications are essential parts of the presented
research:
Paper A: K. Szipka, T. Laspas, A. Archenti, “Measurement and analysis of machine tool errors under quasi-static and loaded conditions”, Precision engineering, Vol. 51, pp. 59-67, 2017.
Paper B: K. Szipka, T. Laspas, A. Archenti,, “Mechanistic Approach
for the Evaluation of Machine Tools Quasi-Static Capability”,
Proceedings of 5th International Conference on Advanced Manufacturing Engineering and Technologies, pp. 229-243, 2017.
Paper C: K. Szipka, P. Dax, A. Archenti, F. Degen, M. Hedlind,
“Integration of machining system capability information into a
CAx software environment for complex tool trajectory prediction”, Procedia CIRP, Vol. 72, pp. 1239-1244, 2018.
Paper D: K. Szipka, A. Archenti, “Utilization of multi-axis positioning repeatability in kinematic modelling”, International Journal
of Automation Technology, 2018. (accepted for publication)
Paper E: K. Szipka, T. Laspas, A. Archenti, “Measurement uncertainty associated with the performance of machine tool under
quasi-static loaded test condition”, Lamdamap 12th International
Conference, Laser Metrology and Machine Performance, UK,
2017.
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Author’s Contribution to the Papers

In Paper A the author in collaboration with the co-authors performed the measurements and implemented the evaluation of the
results. The bottom-up model and experimental tests were executed with the assistance of the co-authors. The top-down model
was derived by the author together with evaluation of the experimental validation and representation of the results, under the
supervision of co-authors.
In Paper B the author coordinated the research work, and in collaboration with the co-authors performed the measurements and
implemented the evaluation of the results. The manuscript was
written under the supervision of the co-authors.
In Paper C the author wrote section 2-4, implemented the evaluation of the experiments and provided the model behind the CAx
framework. Chapter 1 and 7 were written together with the coauthors.
In Paper D the author wrote the manuscript and developed the utilization approach under the supervision of the co-author.
In Paper E the author wrote the manuscript, developed the indicators and implemented the assessment of experiments under the
supervision of the co-authors. The experiments were implemented
together with the co-authors.

Chapter 2

Uncertainty-Based
Thinking
This chapter is dedicated to the introduction of Uncertainty-Based
Thinking (UBT) in production, which utilizes the highly developed
concept of measurement uncertainty on a production level. Furthermore, besides the general concept, the terminology will be discussed in
this chapter, including the relationship between concepts as complexity
and uncertainty, error and uncertainty or systematic and random error.

2.1

General Concept

Several advanced guides support the development of a common sense
on the topic of uncertainty-based thinking in production. A summary
of the most important internationally accepted standards can be seen
in table 2.1. Some of the most relevant works are highlighted in this
section. As will be discussed, the current concept of uncertainty is
mainly driven by the ﬁeld of metrology. Reading these documents
requires special attention to diﬀerences in terminology. Some aspects
of these diﬀerences are discussed in the terminology section of this
chapter.

11
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Table 2.1: Uncertainty-based thinking in production: relevant standards considered in this thesis
Standard number
ISO/IEC Guide
98-1:2009
ISO/IEC Guide
98-3:2008
ISO/IEC Guide 98-3
Suppl 1:2009
ISO/IEC Guide 98-3
Suppl 2:2011
ISO/IEC Guide
98-4
ISO/IEC Guide
99:2007
ISO 230-2:2014
ISO/TR
230-9:2005
ISO
21748:2010
ISO/TS
21749:2005
ISO/TS
17503:2015
ISO
17450-2:2012
ISO/TR
16015:2003
ISO
14253-1:2013
ISO
14253-2:2011
ISO
14253-3:2013
ISO/TS
14253-4:2010
ISO
14253-5:2015
ISO/TS
15530-3:2011
ISO/TS
15530-4:2008
ISO
22514-7:2012

Title
Uncertainty of measurement – Part 1: Introduction
to the expression of uncertainty in measurement
Uncertainty of measurement – Part 3: Guide to the
expression of uncertainty in measurement
Propagation of distributions using a Monte Carlo
method
Extension to any number of output quantities
The role of measurement uncertainty in conformity
assessment
International vocabulary of metrology – Basic and
general concepts and associated terms (VIM)
Test code for machine tools – Part 2: Determination
of accuracy and repeatability of positioning of
numerically controlled axes
Test code for machine tools - Part 9: Estimation of
measurement uncertainty for machine tool tests
according to series ISO 230, basic equations
Guidance for the use of repeatability, reproducibility and
trueness estimates in measurement uncertainty estimation
Measurement uncertainty for metrological applications –
Repeated measurements and nested experiments
Statistical methods of uncertainty evaluation – Guidance
on evaluation of uncertainty using two-factor crossed designs
GPS – General concepts – Part 2: Basic tenets, speciﬁcations,
operators, uncertainties and ambiguities
GPS – Systematic errors and contributions to
measurement uncertainty of length measurement due to
thermal inﬂuences
GPS – Inspection by measurement of workpieces and
measuring equipment – Part 1: Decision rules for
proving conformity or nonconformity with speciﬁcations
GPS – Inspection by measurement of workpieces and
measuring equipment – Part 2: Guidance for the
estimation of uncertainty in GPS measurement, in calibration
of measuring equipment and in product veriﬁcation
GPS – Inspection by measurement of workpieces and
measuring equipment – Part 3: Guidelines for achieving
agreements on measurement uncertainty statements
GPS – Inspection by measurement of workpieces and
measuring equipment – Part 4: Background on functional
limits and speciﬁcation limits in decision rules
GPS – Inspection by measurement of workpieces and
measuring equipment – Part 5: Uncertainty in veriﬁcation
testing of indicating measuring instruments
GPS – Coordinate measuring machines (CMM): Technique
for determining the uncertainty of measurement – Part 3:
Use of calibrated workpieces or measurement standards
GPS – Coordinate measuring machines (CMM):
Technique for determining the uncertainty of measurement
– Part 4: Evaluating task-speciﬁc measurement uncertainty
using simulation
Statistical methods in process management - Capability
and performance - Part 7: Capability of measurement processes

Year
of issue
2009
2008
2009
2011
2012
2007
2014

2005
2010
2005
2015
2012
2003

2013

2011

2013

2010

2015

2011

2008

2012
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The Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement (GUM)
primarily provides a framework for assessing measurement uncertainty,
on the other hand, it is also applicable from a more general point of
view for the evaluation of complex systems and their components. This
framework is based on the law of propagation of uncertainty through
a measurement model. The established directives mostly focus on the
evaluation of standard and expanded uncertainty associated with an
estimate of the output quantity of a measurement.
The ISO/IEC Guide 98-1 gives an introduction to the GUM framework and related documents, highlighting the probabilistic approach
implemented in the framework. The ISO/IEC Guide 98-3 serves as
the main document of the framework, which is the detailed guide to
the expression of uncertainty in measurements and used as the most
important reference to this work containing detailed guidelines and directives. There are three important supplements. The ﬁrst describes
the application of the Monte Carlo Method (MCM), which can be seen
as an internationally accepted alternative to the evaluation procedure
described in ISO/IEC 98-3. The most important diﬀerence is that
MCM expresses uncertainty through the propagation of distributions
(attributing uncertainty), rather than dealing with separate standard
uncertainty components. The MCM is also valid in cases where the
application of the GUM is inadequate1 . The second supplement extends the previously introduced two concepts to multivariate models
(models with more than one output quantity). This supplement also
provides guidelines for the determination of coverage regions, which are
”the counterpart of coverage interval for a single scalar output quantity” [14].
The ISO/IEC Guide 98-4 provides support for decision making regarding conformity with respect to expressed measurement uncertainty.
Separate introduction is made in this document to probability density
functions for production processes and measuring systems.
The ISO/TR 230-2 and 230-9 are essential standards for the characterization of uncertainty sources related to machine tools, includ1

This and further aspects of MCM are discussed in more detail in chapter 4.
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ing their performance and the characterization procedures themselves.
Inspection of workpieces for the evaluation of the production process
has high importance. Several geometrical product speciﬁcations (GPS)
standards provide guidance in various aspects for the judgement of uncertainty in measurement and production. ISO 14253-2 introduces the
Procedure for Uncertainty MAnagement (PUMA), which can be implemented in a production domain as well and will be deeper investigated
in chapter 3.
ISO/TS 21748 and 21749 cover a wide range of experimental situations where replicated measurements are possible. These technical
speciﬁcations are concerned with reproducibility and repeatability effects and the analysis of variance in case of nested experiments (which is
the most common design for testing random variations). On the other
hand ISO/TS 17503 implements two-factor crossed designs for the investigation of variations, which are assumed to be ﬁxed, by ”testing for
changes that are larger than expected” [15].
Uncertainty assessment is a highly knowledge and experience intesive subject. ”The evaluation of uncertainty is neither a routine task
nor a purely mathematical one; it depends on detailed knowledge of the
nature of the measurand and of the measurement. The quality and utility of the uncertainty quoted for the result of a measurement therefore
ultimately depend on the understanding, critical analysis, and integrity
of those who contribute to the assignment of its value.” [16]
Important aspects in uncertainty-based thinking are discussed in
the next sections. In general, the collected framework of standards
have several advantages:
• assures a common ground for the practical assessment of quantiﬁed variations,
• supports well-structured decomposition of complex systems and
sub-systems, which is driven by a sensitivity analysis,
• ﬂexible assessment is possible from giving rough estimations to
highly developed iterative assessment methods to achieve a more
accurate uncertainty statement, and
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• it is unit independent and can be used to aggregate eﬀects of
diﬀerent sources.

2.2

Terminology

The terminology used in this thesis primarily follows the International
vocabulary of basic and general terms in metrology (VIM, [17]), secondarily, the terminology deﬁned in standards shown in table 2.1, and
thirdly, the CIRP Dictionary of Production Engineering [8]. This thesis builds on the basis of ﬁndings in the ﬁeld of metrology and brings
forward concepts towards the ﬁeld of production. Due to this, same
or similar terms in the two ﬁelds can have diﬀerent deﬁnitions. For
example error in a production process can be a measurand (”quantity
intended to be measured” [17]), with a possible measurement error.
This measurement error, if not corrected shall be expressed in the measurement uncertainty. Finally, this measurement uncertainty will be
a contributor of the overall expressed uncertainty on the production
level. Special attention is paid during the usage of these terms to avoid
misunderstanding by highlighting the relevant background ﬁeld. Furthermore, this section is dedicated to deﬁne and resolve the relationship
between the most important terms: error and uncertainty in production and metrology, following the uncertainty-based approach. In many
cases thorough deﬁnitions in the afore-mentioned dictionaries will not
be repeated, but described brieﬂy for ease of understanding.

2.2.1

Error in Metrology and in Production

A measurement is implemented to obtain a quantity value, which can
reasonably be attributed to a measurand (after [17]). But ”variations in
the repeated observations are assumed to arise because inﬂuence quantities2 that can aﬀect the measurement result are not held completely
constant” [16]. Due to the lack of knowledge and control over inﬂuence
2

The term inﬂuence quantity is used as ”quantity that, in a direct measurement,
does not aﬀect the quantity that is actually measured, but aﬀects the relation between the indication and the measurement result” [17].
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quantities, the result of a measurement is only an approximation of the
quantity value attributed to the measurand. Thus, the true value of
the measurand will be unknown because of these imperfections of the
measurements. Meaning that there is a diﬀerence between the quantity
value attributed during the measurement and the true value of the measurand. This diﬀerence is the measurement error. Measurement error
is an idealized concept as neither the true value of the measurand nor
the diﬀerence from it can be known. Still it is important to note, that
the measurement error is traditionally viewed as having two main components: a random and a systematic measurement error component.
The two can be distinguished from each other according to the nature
of the inﬂuence quantities eﬀecting the ﬁnal quantity value (which is attributed to the measurand). Random measurement error presumably
arises from unpredictable temporal or spatial variations of inﬂuence
quantities, while systematic measurement errors have recognized inﬂuence sources that can be (reasonably) predicted [16]. Predictability in
this sense can be seen as the ability to estimate a state in the future.
Even though both random and systematic measurement errors are
idealized concepts (their true value cannot be obtained with certainly),
it is important to distinguish them as inﬂuence quantities resulting in
systematic variations that can be corrected. The accuracy and the
information content of a measurement can and shall be increased by
correcting systematic measurement errors. Which is equivalent to the
compensation of the eﬀects of certain inﬂuence quantities but, as will
be discussed later, not equivalent to their elimination. ”It is assumed
that the result of a measurement has been corrected for all recognized
signiﬁcant systematic eﬀects and that every eﬀort has been made to
identify such eﬀects” [16]. Ultimately, there is a strong need from a
practical point of view to introduce a quantitative evaluation of measurement trueness, characterizing the residual systematic and random
measurement errors in a series of obtained measurements. This concept is introduced in the framework of the Guide to the expression of
uncertainty in measurement [16].
Besides the many similarities, it is highly signiﬁcant to distinguish
between production error and measurement error. Production error
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can be deﬁned as the deviation of the product feature from its nominal
value. This concept does not include the tolerances given in speciﬁcations, meaning that there is an acceptable level of production error.
And even though it is acceptable, in this thesis the focus is on the effects and causes of this deviation from a nominal value, which can be
seen as loss of quality. The true value of the error in production is also
not known but, in contrast with the previous introduction, production
error can be the measurand itself. The information about it is needed
to control the production process.
An analogy to measurement errors: random errors in production
arise from unpredictable temporal or spatial variations and systematic
errors in production have recognized variation sources, which can be
(reasonably) predicted. The fact that a production error is systematic does not mean that it can or should be corrected, or that the
root-causes can or should be eliminated, due to technical or economical
reasons. But it deﬁnitely implies a reasonable level of overview and certainty in the knowledge of the relationship between causes and eﬀects
of underlying variations resulting in the (systematic) production error.
This certainty in the knowledge is usually the result of a series of implemented measurements. Finally, random production errors together
with the uncorrected systematic and random measurement errors and
the introduced uncertainty due to the applied correction of systematic
errors will result in overall production uncertainties.

2.2.2

Uncertainty in Metrology and in Production

The broadest concept of uncertainty refers to ”doubt” in knowledge
related to incomplete information or information with questionable validity, which is not necessary quantiﬁable. At this general level uncertainty has a tight connection to complexity, as ”a complex system
is one where uncertainty exists” [8]. In this sense, complexity can be
deﬁned as a measure of uncertainty [18], making ﬁndings in handling
uncertainty highly valuable in complex systems such as manufacturing
and production systems. For the remainder of this thesis, uncertainty
is only considered in its quantitative sense.
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When reporting the result of a measurement of a physical quantity,
it is obligatory that some quantitative indication of the quality of the
result be given so that those who use it can assess its reliability [16].
In this sense, measurement uncertainty is the indication of the quality
and reliability of the measurement result, and it can be deﬁned as a
”non-negative parameter characterizing the dispersion of the quantity
values being attributed to a measurand, based on the information used”
(VIM [17], 2008), where the parameter, for instance, can be a standard
deviation or a multiple of it. This deﬁnition of measurement uncertainty is called to be an operational one with a focus on the evaluated
uncertainty related to a measurement result. However, this concept is
consistent with other uncertainty concepts:
• ”parameter, associated with the result of a measurement, that
characterizes the dispersion of the values that could reasonable
be attributed to the measurand” (VIM, 1993)
• ”an estimate characterizing the range of values within the true
value of the measurand” (VIM, 1984)
• ”the measure of the possible error in the estimated value of the
measurand as provided by the result of a measurement” (an errorbased deﬁnition)
In all concepts, measurement uncertainty includes components arising
both from systematic and random eﬀects. The acceptance of the fact
that systematic and random errors in their real physical sense are not
diﬀerent is crucial for the uncertainty-based approach. Even though in
many cases it might seem sensible to introduce the concepts of random
and systematic uncertainty, with the deﬁnition of VIM (1993) of uncertainty these concepts are inconsistent with the internationally accepted
ones.
Measurement uncertainty in production is important mostly in calibration and in testing against speciﬁcations. Uncertainty in an industrial process can only be expressed and then managed if the traceability of equipment and instruments is assured with calibration and
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procedures are standardized and the used information is documented
properly. In principle, on lower levels of an established calibration hierarchy the uncertainty is increasing, which points out the necessity to
keep the traceability chain as short as possible. Usually the veriﬁcation of products is in the lowest end of such a calibration hierarchy,
including the calibration of production equipment used to increase the
accuracy of these products. The geometry of a veriﬁed ﬁnal product
usually represents one end of such a series of calibrations. The testing of the geometry of ﬁnished products against speciﬁcations needs to
be implemented by taking into account the measurement uncertainty.
Two main approaches of evaluating uncertainty can be distinguished
according to the VIM [17]. These deﬁnitions can also be interpreted
in the domain of production, on the condition that, in case of Type A
assessment the production process is repeated.
• Type A evaluation (of uncertainty): ”method of evaluation of
uncertainty by statistical analysis of series of observations”.
• Type B evaluation (of uncertainty): ”method of evaluation of
uncertainty by means other than the statistical analysis of series
of observations”.
Uncertainty in production can be deﬁned as a non-negative parameter characterizing the dispersion of quantity values being attributed to
a nominal value of a production output, based on the information used.
The quantity values can be related to product quality and productivity
as well, as the scope of this work is focusing more on quality, the uncertainty with respect to product geometry is discussed in more detail. In
this perspective underlying root causes of quality losses with diﬀerent
sources can be assessed through establishing a common ground for systematic and random errors in production, and can be expressed with a
similar approach as in the case of measurements. The biggest diﬀerence
is that systematic production errors (as they are characterized) are not
part of the uncertainty in production, especially if they are compensated. i) Uncompensated systematic production errors, together with
the ii) uncompensated systematic and iii) random measurement errors
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will result in overall production uncertainties (see ﬁgure 2.13 ). The uncompensated systematic production errors include random production
errors and the introduced uncertainty due to the applied compensation
of systematic production errors.

Z

Target
Actual
point
point Systematic
Initial
error
Random
point
error

Confidence
volumes
(on different
confidence levels)
Y

X

Figure 2.1: Representation of error and uncertainty in case of a 3 dimensional positioning.
Furthermore, the above deﬁnition of uncertainty in production does
not require series of production and can be understood for only one
single product. However, traditional process capability indicators are
deﬁned for serial production. With the proper propagation of uncertainty in the product geometry domain, an a priori picture of these
indicators can be composed.
The scheme proposed by ISO 17450-2 [19] can be seen in ﬁgure 2.2.
These main concepts of uncertainty can be used in the evaluation and
management of uncertainty both in production and measurement. The
scheme is derived starting from the functional speciﬁcation of the given
process (whether related to production or measurement). It is important that all the mentioned sources are quantiﬁable, including the ones
that originated in ambiguity of speciﬁcation or the description of the
3

The conditions under which conﬁdence volumes can be deﬁned is discussed in
paper D at the spatial-temporal view of repeatability section.
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function. Therefore (if relevant) all can be included in an uncertainty
budget. Johan Dovmark provides an introduction to these concepts
through the example of the design and veriﬁcation of a dispenser [20].
In this section only the introduction of these concepts is included.

Figure 2.2: Scheme for uncertainty according to ISO 17450-2 [19].
The total uncertainty is the sum4 of correlation uncertainty (relating functions to measurable characteristics) and compliance uncertainty
(veriﬁcation of the compliance of these measurable characteristics to
predeﬁned speciﬁcations).
Correlation uncertainty arises from the ambiguity of the description
of the function. This includes diﬀerences between the actual speciﬁcations (e.g. expressed as dimensional speciﬁcations) and the deﬁned
function. An example can be the size and surface texture speciﬁcations
of a cylinder of an engine block in which a pistol travels. The function of
the hole is its ability that the pistol with seal can travel in it for a given
amount of cycles without leakage. Correlation uncertainty is the ability to ensure that the deﬁned speciﬁcations (size and surface texture)
4

[16]

Following the summation rule of standard uncertainties presented in the GUM
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will actually satisfy the required function (amount of cycles without
leakage). Thus, a commonly used Ra parameter can be used to specify
the surface roughness of the inner surface of the hole with the intention
of assuring the necessary number of operational cycles. However, Ra is
an arithmetical mean deviation of the assessed proﬁle, therefore it does
not consider the maximum peak height and valley depth of the proﬁle.
In case of tight speciﬁcations, it is possible that due to the friction with
the pistol some of these peaks cause wear resulting in small gaps which
can cause leakage aﬀecting the original function. This phenomenon can
highlight the necessity to introduce the Rt surface roughness parameter
in the speciﬁcation to express the maximum height of the proﬁle. As
can be seen in this example the qualitative assessment of correlation
uncertainty is diﬃcult and highly dependent on previous experience.
Compliance uncertainty is associated with the veriﬁcation of the
compliance of the speciﬁcations. This includes the speciﬁcation uncertainty (the relation of the speciﬁcations to the real feature) and the
measurement uncertainty (uncertainty rising from the implementation
of the method used for the veriﬁcation). In the above example, compliance uncertainty is the veriﬁcation of the compliance of the size and
surface texture of the hole.
Speciﬁcation uncertainty originates in the ambiguity of the speciﬁcation and it is inherent by the deﬁnition of the speciﬁcation when
applied to a real feature. Speciﬁcation uncertainty is of ”the same nature as measurement uncertainty and may - if relevant - part of the
uncertainty budget” [19]. In case of the hole, the applied dimensional
speciﬁcation for the size of the hole (e.g. diameter expressed with a
value and a tolerance), cannot contain enough information to restrict
the real shape of the hole. Due to the varying diameter (cylindricity
error of the hole) diﬀerent diameters can be deﬁned. For instance, an
outer (minimum material diameter) or an inner (maximum material
diameter). However, it is most common to deﬁne a diameter following
the least squares evaluation, but it is reasonable that all deﬁnitions will
lead to diﬀerent result, which highlights the ambiguity in the speciﬁcation.
Measurement uncertainty was discussed above in more detail. Two
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main independent contributors can be diﬀerentiated: method uncertainty (inherent to the applied method) and implementation uncertainty (related to the means through which the measurement is actually
implemented).
Method uncertainty originates in the diﬀerences between the veriﬁcation process and the actual speciﬁcation. For the hole, the characterized surface roughness will change in case of diﬀerent resolutions of data
capturing along the sample length of the proﬁle or choosing diﬀerent
proﬁles of the inner hole to be characterized. The amount of possible
diﬀerences between veriﬁcation processes (applying the same method,
but assuming conditions involved in implementation to be ﬁxed) will
result in the method uncertainty.
Implementation uncertainty5 includes the diﬀerent variations that
can arise due to the means used for the implementation of the measurements according to the deﬁned method. The most important variation
sources can be the metrological characteristics of the actual veriﬁcation, eﬀects related to operators and environmental variations. The
implementation uncertainty in practical applications can be reduced
by more detailed deﬁnition of parameters and conditions related to the
implementation.

2.3

Shift of Paradigm: from Error to Uncertainty

The concept of uncertainty in measurements was reshaped signiﬁcantly
by the debate of recent decades and certainly will also change in the
future as many publications highlight development possibilities [21–23].
The most important change can be introduced through the shift from
error-based to uncertainty-based thinking. The concept of uncertainty
as a quantiﬁable attribute is relatively new in the history of measurement, although error and error analysis have long been a part of the
5

”The purpose of calibration is usually to evaluate the part (implementation
uncertainty) of the measurement uncertainty originated from the measuring equipment.” [19]
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practice of measurement science or metrology [16].
In the ”traditional” error-based approach the aim is to determine an
estimate that is as close as possible to the true value of the measurand,
meanwhile treating systematic and random errors diﬀerently, where the
”total error is estimated as an upper limit of the absolute value” [8].
In this approach the error can change for each measurement attempt.
On the other hand, in uncertainty-based thinking the true value
of the measurand is accepted to be unknown and the target of the
measurement is to determine a conﬁdence interval in which a stronger
statement can be made, where the true value of the measurand can
lie. As was introduced before, in this approach it is accepted that
systematic and random errors are not that diﬀerent. Furthermore, with
the combined standard uncertainty, a reliable measure of the possible
total error related to the determined quantity value can be given.

2.4

Deterministic View of Uncertainty

This thesis is devoted to determinism as expressed by J. B. Bryan [24]
and R. R. Donaldson [25]. The introduced concepts of systematic and
random error and uncertainty are consistent with this mindset. In
order to understand this consistency a clear distinction needs to be
made between the physical processes, which obey natural laws, and the
observation of these processes, through which incomplete knowledge
can be gained. The former, the natural processes, are deterministic
(there is no randomness in their behaviour), but the latter, their observation and the eventual gained knowledge is uncertain (also in the
non-quantitative sense of uncertainty). As was previously introduced,
the boundary between random and systematic behaviour is deﬁned by
the predictability of the underlying phenomena. Therefore, measurements in general, and particularly in production, are best described
through ”a probability distribution that provides an unambiguous encoding of one’s state of knowledge about the measured quantity” [26].
In this viewpoint, there is room for combining probabilities related to
our understanding of physical processes.
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To support the understanding of chapter 4, which focuses on machine tool metrology, it is important to clarify the view of randomness
and random error in this particular area. According to the Central
Limit Theorem (CLT) in experimental engineering applications, the
distribution of the sum of few inﬂuencing factors, which are independent and are from a comparable variation range can be managed as
normal distribution, even if the factors themselves are not normally
distributed [20]. High complexity of diﬀerent interrelated factors is
represented in the variation sources of machine tool errors on a volumetric level. In this complexity, randomness can be seen as a result of
uncertainty in a ﬁnite amount of underlying variations with given distributions, where no further systematic eﬀect can be identiﬁed through
statistical, or other means. In this case normal distribution is reached,
which can be attributed to the quantiﬁcation of randomness. From
this perspective, machine tools still obey a cause and eﬀect relationship, which can be controlled [27], thus randomness is connected to the
lack of knowledge and observed behaviour of the physical system.

2.5

Main Stages of Uncertainty Evaluation

The main stages of uncertainty evaluation consist of information acquisition, model formulation and calculation (ﬁgure 2.3). These steps
are aligned with internationally accepted guidelines [28] and have core
importance in the expression of uncertainty. Chapter 4 also relies on
these basic steps.
In the information acquisition stage, a priori knowledge and experience are utilized, and the domain on which conclusions will be made is
outlined. This stage consists of i) deﬁning outputs, ii) deﬁning inputs,
iii) deﬁning measurand, iv) planning and v) implementation of the
measurement.
At the model formulation stage i) the deﬁned input and output
variables are related to each other and ii) on the basis of available
knowledge (a priory or measurement-based) probability distributions
are assigned to the input variables. Besides the fact that the observa-
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tions themselves are aﬀected by various unknown inﬂuence factors, the
construction of the model itself can also introduce uncertainty. This uncertainty in the GUM framework can be assessed by type B evaluation
or by the implementation of a Monte Carlo method.

Figure 2.3: Main stages of uncertainty evaluation.
In the calculation stage, the probability distributions of the input
variables are propagating through the model to express the probability
distribution of the output variables. This distribution is used to express
the estimates and the standard deviations (or standard uncertainties)
of the output variables. From this information the coverage intervals
containing the output values with a deﬁned coverage probability can
be summarized.

2.5. UNCERTAINTY PROPAGATION
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Approaches for the Propagation of Uncertainty

The probabilistic approaches are considered as the most rigorous in
uncertainty quantiﬁcation. Diﬀerent probabilistic approaches can be
distinguished during the propagation (of distributions) stage of uncertainty evaluation:
• the GUM approach,
• the Monte Carlo method (MCM),
• and other mathematical analysis methods.
The steps of the GUM approach can be seen in ﬁgure 2.4. These
steps can be categorized as [28]: i) obtaining an estimate of the input
quantities, the associated standard uncertainties and the sensitivity coeﬃcients, ii) obtaining an estimate of the output quantity and the associated standard uncertainty and iii) the determination of a coverage
interval for the output quantity.

Figure 2.4: Main steps of the measurement uncertainty evaluation according to the GUM (adopted from [28]).
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Furthermore, the GUM approach can lead to an insuﬃcient result if
the model is non-linear, the probability distribution of the output variable is not Gaussian, or the contribution of the uncertainty components
are not in the same order of magnitude.
The MCM can be a good solution even in these cases, therefore it
has fewer conditions related to its usage and is more generic. The MCM
can be used for assessment if the application of the GUM approach in
a given case is either valid or not. In MCM an approximation to the
distribution function for the output variable of the model is established
numerically by making random trials from the probability distributions
for the input variables, and evaluating the model at the resulting values
[29]. In this work MCM is applied to the systematic quantiﬁcation of
uncertainty along a predeﬁned toolpath in the workvolume of machine
tools.
Several other mathematical analysis methods can be used to deal
with quantitative uncertainty. Analytic methods do not introduce any
approximation, but can be applied only in relatively simple cases [28].
They can be used to derive an algebraic form of the probability distributions for the output variables of a model. Further propagation
methods are described in [30].

Chapter 3

Management of
Uncertainty in the Quality
Control of Industrial
Processes

This chapter deals with the management of uncertainty in the quality control of industrial processes, in order to consider activities from
a higher production system level point of view. Uncertainty management is deﬁned and the main tasks related to it are discussed in this
chapter. The target is the selection of an optimal level of uncertainty
in production processes integrated with measuring systems. For this,
a decision-support procedure is developed on the basis of the ”cost of
uncertainty”.
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3.1

Aspects of Uncertainty Management in
Production

Uncertainty management in production is the process of deriving adequate production capability1 from the estimate of the uncertainty components that contributes to the uncertainty of the overall production
process. In this sense, the main task of uncertainty management is to
control the level of uncertainty in production systems. Therefore, in
advanced production systems uncertainty shall be the result of a systematic optimization procedure. This optimization procedure consists
of i) deﬁnition of production task, ii) deﬁnition of target uncertainty
requirements, iii) design and development of measuring system iteratively according to estimated uncertainty and iv) evaluation of the
adequateness of the proposed solution. Optimization does not solely
refer to reduction - which in most of the instances is desired - due
to technological and economical limitations. Uncertainty in industrial
processes can be reduced by:
• improving the deﬁnition of the characteristic, which is attributed
to the estimated uncertainty,
• utilization of a priori knowledge to improve production processes,
• improved knowledge related to the estimation of uncertainty
(which in case of the ”worst-case contribution” approach, leads
to systematic reduction), and
• introduction of (or improved) adequate measuring system with
traceability, or
• improved measurement procedure.
To increase controllability and utilize capabilities in production,
the uncertainties related to processes need to be managed properly.
1

The term capability is used according to ISO 22514-1:2014: ”ability of an organization, system, or process to realize a product that will fulﬁl the requirements for
that product” [31].
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Management of uncertainty is a continuous compromise between the
beneﬁts of certainty, expressed and unexpressed risks and the cost of
the eﬀorts related to the expression and management of uncertainty.
The introduced framework of standards and literature in chapter 2
provides valuable aspects, which can be summarized as important directives for the management of uncertainty in production. ISO 14253-2
introduces the Procedure for Uncertainty Management in measurement
process (also called as PUMA method or iterative GUM), where the
main principles can be used on a more generic level in production.
The Procedure for Uncertainty Management in measurement process requires clearly deﬁned: i) measuring task, ii) measurand and iii)
target uncertainty. The procedure is iterative and the main principle
is to investigate the consequence on the overall uncertainty of changed
conditions or parameters in the applied method or procedure. The ﬁrst
iteration in the procedure is for an orientation, to identify dominant
uncertainty components in the uncertainty budget. ”Before the new iteration, analyse the relative magnitude of the uncertainty components.
In many cases a few uncertainty components dominate the combined
standard uncertainty” [32]. In the second (and further) iteration the
overestimation of these components is reﬁned by developing a more
detailed description or model of the underlying complexity. This way,
the excessive overestimation is gradually reduced with each iteration
and the overall estimation of uncertainty gets increasingly closer to its
true value. The ﬁnal uncertainty in each iteration is compared with
the target uncertainty. The iterations stop when the ﬁnal estimated
uncertainty is lower or equal to the target uncertainty. ”When all possibilities have been used for making more accurate (lower) upper bound
estimates” [32] of the ﬁnal estimated uncertainty, it is conﬁrmed that
it is not possible to satisfy the given requirements.
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Figure 3.1: Procedure for Uncertainty MAnagement in Measurements
[32].
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The approach introduced in PUMA can be beneﬁcial during the
design and development of processes and procedures in production.
However, a few critical points need to be addressed. Firstly, the consideration of the disadvantages of upper bound estimates or ”worst-case
contribution”. And secondly, the introduced procedure does not necessary lead to an economical optimum. For this, the related costs need to
be assessed and given as an aspect before a more detailed uncertainty
model is developed for a given component.

3.2

Overestimation of Uncertainty: The WorstCase Scenario

The quantiﬁed uncertainty cannot have a non-doubtful expression as
it is an estimate in itself. Consequently, a secondary uncertainty will
always occur, as the perfect ”true value” of the uncertainty parameter
is unknown. Due to the limitations in resources that can be utilized in
the assessment of uncertainty, an optimum shall be found between the
costs of expressing uncertainty and the risk of incomplete knowledge.
In this trade-oﬀ, reasonable overestimation of uncertainty can have an
adequate role as it can reduce the assessment eﬀort and still give a level
of uncertainty, which after a proper expression can be compared with
a requirement.
The overestimation of uncertainty aims to reduce the risk related
to decisions made on the basis of expressed conﬁdence interval: ”Intentional overestimation - and not underestimation - is necessary to
prevent wrong decisions” [32]. There is an embedded assumption in
this statement that the risk is not symmetric for the same error in the
estimation in case of under or overestimation. The unwanted consequences of decisions made on the basis of underestimated uncertainty
are more signiﬁcant than those from the overestimation. Even though
this assumption is valid for most of the engineering applications, the
technical and economical evaluation of the given scenario needs to lead
the amount of overestimation.
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Decision-Making on the Basis of Cost of
Uncertainty

The basis for the advanced management of uncertainty in a production system is the composition of measurement systems, which provide
quantitative information for process control and capability utilization.
For this the selection of an adequate measuring system with suitable
measurement uncertainty plays an inevitable role. Furthermore, as was
previously mentioned, there is a high need for connecting uncertainty
components and cost factors (technological or economical) for the advanced management of uncertainty.

Figure 3.2: Cost of uncertainty: procedure for integration of measurement systems into production.
On the basis of the PUMA method a procedure is proposed, where
decisions are made according to the cost of uncertainty, which is estimated after technological assessment. The goal is to select an adequate
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measurement system for a given measurement task with appropriate
metrological properties and set up an uncertainty budget, with components on an optimal level of elaboration.
The procedure (Figure 3.2) includes the following steps: (the iterative implementation starts from step 5):
1. Deﬁnition of measurement task and requirements (target uncertainty UT and CT ).
2. Selection of a measurement method that can possibly fulﬁl these
criteria.
3. Collect an extensive list of measurement parameters (Pi , marks
the ith parameter), describe constrains of measurement process
and develop ranges in which Pi can vary.
4. Develop cost factors (Cf , e.g. measurement time) from target cost
and express their relationship with Pi .
5. Implement initial sensitivity analysis to identify major measurement parameter contributors related to Cf . Often only few Pi
dominate the total cost of the measurement, which has to be in
the focus of the investigation.
6. Make the ﬁrst iteration starting from upper boundaries of Pi ,
meaning relatively high total cost CSUM and possibly low UT .
7. Set up an uncertainty budget focusing on the more detailed estimation where relevant Pi has a contribution. Meanwhile the rest
of the budget can contain rough estimates. The budget composed
according to [2] results in an expanded uncertainty (UE ).
8. Compare CSUM and UE with target values. The iteration process
continues until the targets are met, in which case the adequate
and optimal measurement procedure has been found.
9. Collect consequences connecting Cf and UE , describing correlations on which basis the change of the next Pi can be implemented.
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10. Implement further iterations in which the relevant Pi are adjusted
to reach lower CSUM in every round.
11. In many cases a few uncertainty components dominate the combined standard uncertainty [5]. If UE <UT and the relevant Pi
is not considered, higher level of estimation is needed for these
components in the uncertainty budget.
12. After all possibilities have been used and systematic reduction
of CSUM is not possible, neither the more accurate estimation of
uncertainty components, nor the measurement method for the
measurement task is not feasible. Another method needs to be
selected or the target values have to be revised.
Such a procedure can be used to optimize the approach introduced
in chapter 4, by considering for example downtime of the machine a
technological cost factor.

Chapter 4

Uncertainty Modelling of
Machining System
Capability
Based on the discussions in chapter 2 and 3, there is a need for assessment tools and methods to gain information on errors and uncertainty
of machining systems. This chapter introduces, how uncertainty analysis tools can support the characterization of machining systems. The
chapter includes the overview of publications, which outlines the measurement and modelling framework. The ﬁnal step in this framework
is the propagation of uncertainty with the application of an MCM.
The overview of the publications is essential for a deeper understanding of the presented work. Uncertainty modelling of machine tool
kinematics is discussed ﬁrstly. Then, after a general overview of machine tool testing and error sources, a methodology is presented for the
measurement and analysis of machine tool errors under quasi-static and
loaded conditions. The latter includes process force related aspects,
which bring forward the study to a machining system level (which includes process and its interaction with the structure of the machine
tool).
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Uncertainty Modelling of Machine Tool
Kinematics

The demand for products with critical features requiring high accuracy and precision moves the boundaries of the study of machine tool
capability. For instance, in engine block or moulding die manufacturing, the tolerances can reach 5 μm in hundreds of millimetres feature
size. Several diﬀerent variation sources aﬀect the ﬁngerprint of machine
tools at this precision level, which together deﬁne the ﬁnal geometry
of the product. To understand, describe and predict the contribution
of this ﬁngerprint in process capability terms, conclusions on diﬀerent
root causes need to be derived in a common domain.
Kinematic modelling is most commonly applied in error prediction
to establish such a mutual domain. The aim with error prediction on
a kinematic modelling basis is to provide more sense to measurements,
by deriving more valuable conclusions with the same (or lower) cost
of acquiring information. The modelling starts with an abstraction
where the physical system of the machine tool is mapped to a kinematic chain where error parameters are assigned to components, which
are characterized through direct or indirect measurements. A computational model is populated with these measurement data, resulting in
a prediction, which is usually directed to the domain where the information is the most valuable, to the trajectory of the functional point.
This trajectory is where the cutting tool is actually engaged in the
workpiece, leaving the ﬁngerprint of the machine tool (together with
the cutting process and the tool) on the surface of the workpiece.
The ﬁeld of kinematic modelling in manufacturing science is dominated by the characterization of repeatable geometric errors as they
can be the object of compensation. For such modelling most commonly
the mean value of repeated measurements on the machine tools (for instance laser interferometer measurement) is used. However, valuable
information of the performance of the machine tool embedded in the
standard deviations of these measurements is often ignored. The repeatability of machine tools is attributed to these standard deviations
and its evaluation is crucial to reach high performance applications [33].
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The population of this information on uncertainty to kinematic models
can be used to enhance the quality of machine tool accuracy predictions with the dispersions of volumetric errors and results in a deeper
understanding of the process capability variation. An example of such
modelling is presented in [34]. However, several challenges have to be
addressed for an adequate proposition of such a modelling. These include the i) typical non-linearity of such models, ii) the diﬃculty to
express derivatives of sensitivity coeﬃcients, iii) the questionable assumption of normal distribution of input quantities and iv) the questionable assumption of normal distribution of output quantities.

Figure 4.1: The main steps of the introduced framework including the
relevant publications.
Figure 4.1 shows the relation of the publications to the framework.
A transparent model for uncertainty estimation is used as the relationship between the input and output quantities is expressed with equations and algorithms [32]. The computational method (prediction level)
is based on HTMs and described in paper A and includes the rotary
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axis in paper B (and summarized in section 4.3). Paper C demonstrates the integration of the computational models in paper A and B
in a CAx framework for complex tool trajectories. Furthermore, deep
understanding of the repeatability of multi-axis machine tools requires
special statistical management of the collected experimental data. The
statistical management of experimental data is described in paper D
(and summarized in subsection 4.3.2). After such handling and testing of data, the distributions of the input quantities can be reasonably
assumed. With the given input distributions, a MCM is implemented,
which is described in subsection 4.3.1 and results are demonstrated in
subsection 4.4. The change of the repeatability of machine tools under
quasi-static and loaded conditions is investigated as well. Findings are
in paper E (and summarized in subsection 4.3.3).

4.2

Machine tool testing and error measurement

Machine tool testing and accuracy analysis has become increasingly important over the years. As it oﬀers machine tool manufacturers and end
users updated information on a machines capability and then opportunity to build new knowledge based on this information. The capability
of machine tools may be determined by mapping the distribution of
deformations and their variation range in the machine tool workspace
under the cumulative eﬀect of thermal and mechanical loads. Testing
the positioning performance of numerically controlled machine tools
means the identiﬁcation of the accuracy and the precision under predeﬁned conditions. The fundamental aim of these tests is to describe
the relative displacement of the subsystem that carries the workpiece
with respect to the subsystem that carries the cutting tool. Test methods are dedicated to measure systematic and random contributors of
displacement between nominal and ”real” positions, to help the evaluation and the improvement of the positioning performance in case of real
cutting conditions. In this assessment, the concept of measurement uncertainty can be used to establish a common base between systematic
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and random errors supporting their characterization.
Machine tool testing integrates deep understanding of state of the
art knowledge on machine tools and metrology. ISO 230-1 [35] speciﬁes
methods for determining the accuracy of machine tools under no load
or quasi-static operational conditions. The goal of these tests is to discover potential geometric and quasi-static load induced errors, which
can aﬀect the relative motion of the workpiece and the cutting tool.
For machine tool geometric error analysis, several diﬀerent schemes
have been proposed for direct [36] and indirect [37] measurements. Direct methods are implemented through error motion measurements of a
single axis, while indirect methods require simultaneous motion of two
or more axes of the machine under test for estimating overall geometric
errors.
The applied test methods are described in the corresponding appended papers. Papers A and B focuses on error measurement and
modelling for both quasi-static loaded and unloaded conditions. Papers D and E, aim at providing input parameter identiﬁcation for the
proposed MCM under quasi-static unloaded and quasi-static loaded
conditions, respectively.

4.2.1

Error sources of Machine Tools

The most common categorization of errors are the following: geometric
errors, thermal errors, loads, dynamic forces and motion control. The
detailed description of these sources is part of the state of the art [38].
The focus of this thesis is more on a spatial-temporal view of these
errors, which deals with more changes aﬀecting the repeatability of
machine tools.
The repeatability performance of a machine tool can be characterized only under given conditions, which generally aim to eliminate
certain inﬂuence factors during testing, while characterizing variations
in the ﬁeld of interest. With an analogy to the International vocabulary
of metrology (VIM) [17], which deﬁnes the repeatability condition of a
measurement, the repeatability condition of a machine tool can be deﬁned as a condition of machine tool operation, out of a set of conditions
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that includes the same operational parameters, the same location, the
same operators and the same measurement procedure and measuring
system is used over a short period of time to indicate repeatability.
The same tests in case of diﬀerent time periods can lead to significantly diﬀerent conclusions on repeatability. According to this observation from an operational point of view three main categories can be
diﬀerentiated when variations resulting in displacements occur on different time intervals: short-term repeatability, intermediate and longterm repeatability. Table 1 in the appended paper D contains the
diﬀerent error types aﬀecting the same executed operation on longer
time periods, when no intervention to the mechanical system of the
machine tool requiring disassembling was done.
The eﬀects of diﬀerent error sources are not evenly distributed along
a single axis travel range or, in case of multi-axis positioning resulting
inhomogeneities in the machine tool performance. Therefore it is not
straightforward that the repeatability as standard deviation of measurements can be directly utilized in kinematic modelling since it is
spatial-dependent on the measurement travel range.

4.3

Measurement and Analysis of Machine Tool
Errors Under Quasi-Static and Loaded Conditions

Paper A proposes a methodology for the prediction of machine tool errors under quasi-static and loaded conditions. The methodology relies
on the synthesis of bottom-up (geometric errors stack-up) and topdown (position-dependent variation of static stiﬀness) approaches and
enables the coupling of the investigated error sources through the combination of indirect and direct measurements (see ﬁgure 4.2). The
bottom-up approach, determining individual axis errors using direct
measurements, is applied to estimate the geometric errors in unloaded
conditions utilizing homogeneous transformation matrix theory. The
top-down approach, capturing aggregated quasi-static deviations using
indirect measurements, estimates the resultant deviations under loaded
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conditions through an analytical procedure. The study introduces a
characterization of the position- and direction-dependent static stiﬀness and presents the identiﬁcation how the quasi-static behaviour of
the machine tool aﬀects the part accuracy. Paper B contains further
investigations of measurements and modelling related to paper A, as
well as expanding the kinematic model for rotary axes.

Figure 4.2: Bottom-up and top down modelling approach used for the
prediction of machine tool errors. [appended paper A]
The integration of the measurement-based modelling of the physical
machine tool behaviour into a CAx software environment was implemented in paper C. With this approach, machine tool speciﬁc capability information can be related to a manufactured part’s accuracy in
case of complex tool trajectories. The domain on which measurement
information is the most valuable is the trajectory of the functional point
(where the actual cutting operation is implemented leaving the ﬁngerprint of the machine tool on the workpiece). The proposed concept of
mapping physical characteristics into a virtual twin of a machine tool
can be seen in ﬁgure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The concept of mapping physical characteristics into a virtual twin of a machine tool in a CAx framework. [appended paper
C].
According to this framework, the measurement-based model in paper A is implemented in a CAx software environment enabling the
prediction of quasi-static machine tool errors in case of complex milling
tool trajectories. Results are presented in two case studies to demonstrate errors on the workpiece level due to the quasi-static capabilities
of given machine tools (one of them can be seen in ﬁgure 4.4).

Figure 4.4: Example of predictions (with red dotted lines) in the CAx
software environment. a) Finishing operation with two moving axes,
b) Magniﬁed errors (factor = 10). [appended paper C]
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Monte Carlo Method for the Propagation of Uncertainty

As mentioned in section 4.1, after the statistical management of experimental data, the distributions of the input quantities of component
errors can be further used for uncertainty modelling and propagation.
The Monte Carlo Method is implemented in this thesis to predict uncertainty along a given nominal toolpath.
The MCM is a numerical approach, which is consistent with the
principles of the GUM [16]. The objective is to determine an estimate
with an acceptable numerical tolerance1 for the output of a model with
standard uncertainty and coverage interval. Its application is more
practical as there is no need to set up a detailed uncertainty budget and
explore the eﬀect of every input parameter on the overall uncertainty.
The basis of the method is the repeated sampling of inputs from their
probability density functions (PDFs). All considered factors are varied
simultaneously, therefore the combined eﬀect of these parameters can
be described eﬀectively.
The MCM requires the model relating the inputs to the outputs
and the PDFs characterizing the distributions of the input quantities.
A model based on homogeneous transformation matrices (HTMs) is
used for the prediction of kinematic errors is discussed in paper A.
Special care must be taken in the assignment of PDFs for the input
quantities. The appended papers D and E describe the determination
of these parameters for quasi-static loaded and unloaded conditions.
The method described in paper D provides a capability to assign these
PDFs on a position-dependent basis in the workvolume of a machine
tool. The implementation of MCM is needed in the calculation model
introduced in paper A, as i) the model is complex, ii) its partial
derivatives are diﬃcult to determine for sensitivity coeﬃcients, iii) it
is hard to assume a priori the normal distribution for the output and
1
The term numerical tolerance is used according to the deﬁnition of ISO/IEC
Guide 98-3/Suppl.1: ”Semi-width of the shortest interval containing all numbers
that can correctly be expressed to a speciﬁed number of signiﬁcant decimal digits.”
[29]
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iv) the input uncertainties do not have the same order of magnitude.

Figure 4.5: The stages of uncertainty evaluation in the implementation
of the Monte Carlo Method (adopted from [29]).
One of the crucial aspects deﬁning the quality of a MCM is the applied number of trials (M ). If this value is chosen in advance it is hard
to gain control over the numerical tolerance and optimize the computational capabilities used for the assessment. According to the rule of
thumb M should be chosen to be at least 104 /(1 − p), where p is the
desired coverage probability of the output. Most commonly M =106
can be expected to reach a 95% coverage interval. However, it is not
certain that the result with a predeﬁned number of trials will reach
the required numerical tolerance. Furthermore, for complex models it
is not possible to implement trials in the mentioned order of magnitude due to the signiﬁcant computing time. For this reason (M ) can
be selected in an adaptive manner. In the adaptive Monte Carlo procedure (aMCp) ”the number of trials taken is economically consistent
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with the expectation of achieving a required numerical tolerance” [29].
The aMCp involves the implementation of increasing number of trials
while the statistical stability of the results is continuously tracked. ”A
numerical result is deemed to have stabilized if twice the standard deviation associated with it is less than the numerical tolerance associated
with the standard uncertainty” [29].
In this thesis the MCM is implemented in order to predict and visualize uncertainty along a given nominal toolpath. This knowledge on
complex toolpath can be used to gain a probability based understanding of the position of the tool related to the workpiece. The summary
of the approach is presented in ﬁgure 4.5.

4.3.2

Utilization of Machine Tool Repeatability in Kinematic Modelling

Paper C introduces an interpretation of direct measurement results
that facilitates the integration of machine tool repeatability in kinematic modelling on the volumetric error level. The interpretation consists of the conditions in which the repeatability is understood, the consideration of relevant inhomogeneities causing the variation of repeatability, and the statistical management of experimental data. The work
is exempliﬁed in a case study, where the component errors of a linear
axis were investigated with repeated laser interferometer measurements
to quantify the estimated repeatability and express it in the composed
repeatability budget. The conclusions of the proposed methodology
outline the sensitivity of kinematic models relying on measurement
data, as the repeatability of the system can be on the same magnitude as systematic errors. Figure 4.6 shows the position-dependent
repeatability along the measurement travel.
The proposed methodology enables the quantiﬁcation of repeatability inhomogeneities along the measurement range of a linear axis.
Furthermore, it can be directly used for intermediate or long termrepeatability sources, to populate more variation sources in kinematic
modelling. This supports advanced measurement data utilization for
kinematic modelling. This study is further used for identiﬁcation of
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statistical population, which is used as an input for the MCM.
Box-plot repr. of the deviaƟons
around the mean values (μm)
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SystemaƟc
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Standard dev. of repeated
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Measurement travel (mm)
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Figure 4.6: Repeatability along the measurement travel before and
after statistical management. a) Before utilization; b) Due to random
variations; c) Due to systematic variations; d) Due to combined eﬀects
after utilization of random and systematic variations. [appended paper
D]

4.3.3

Measurement Uncertainty Associated with the Performance of Machine Tool under Quasi-Static Loaded
Condition

Uncertainty statements in machine tool testing generally lack the detailed consideration of the inﬂuence factors coming from the machine
tool itself. Bringmann and Knapp [39] introduced that the unloaded
geometric test uncertainty depends on the machine tool performance.
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The main characteristic that aﬀects the test results in this case is the interdependency between the geometric error sources, which after further
measurements and considerations can be part of a type B uncertainty
evaluation. In case of unloaded testing, the type A evaluation consists
valuable information on the repeatability of the machine tool (as a
contributor summarizing the random error sources of the machine tool
under the particular condition), but it is a demanding task to separate
from other random contributors.
Paper E introduces a methodology for assessing the measurement
uncertainty linked to the performance of machines under quasi-static
and loaded condition. The focus of this paper is not the systematic
deformations of the machine tool due to its ﬁnite static compliance,
but the repeatability response of the machine tool to various loading
conditions, which is observed through the measurement uncertainty,
and usually cannot be directly separated. With special focus on the
type A uncertainty evaluation, a measurement procedure is proposed
for comparative testing under diﬀerent reproducibility conditions.
It is well known that deﬂections of the machine tool, due to quasistatic loads, have a strong inﬂuence on accuracy. The correlation is
negative i.e. higher load results in lower accuracy. This paper demonstrates that in regard to precision, this correlation is positive, so the
machine tool response for higher quasi-static load leads to higher repeatability. One of the important physical reasons behind this observation can be the reduced play in drives and components of the machine
tool due to the applied load. Furthermore, conclusions based on the
measurement uncertainty can be misleading, since in many cases the
instrument or the setup itself is seen as the biggest contributor to a
higher standard deviation of the results. However, in case of loaded
machine tool testing, as can be seen on the indicators in paper E, the
machine tool itself can be the biggest contributor for type A measurement uncertainty.
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Visualization of Expressed Uncertainty on
the Part Accuracy Level

The result of implementing the MCM for a number of trials is presented
in ﬁgures 4.7 and 4.8. The ﬁgures show the predictions for a given
nominal trajectory of the tool center point in a workvolume of the AFM
R1000 three-axis machine tool in the case study which was implemented
in paper A (bottom-up approach) and further analysed in paper D
in order to utilize the measurement results for uncertainty modelling.
The measurement information after statistical assessment provides the
input for the MCM (ﬁgure 4.5). This includes the mean and (positiondependent) standard deviations of the component errors, which are
then further used to generate the input distributions for the MCM.
The trajectory of the predeﬁned nominal tool center point is expressed as a sequence of points in a given resolution. In the calculation
stage, the probability distributions of the input variables are propagating through the HTM model for each given point. The MCM is
implemented in order to gain the distributions of the actual tool center
point in all the given nominal positions.
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Figure 4.7: Results of the Monte Carlo Method, in case of M =10,
M =102 , M =103 .
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Figure 4.8: Results of the Monte Carlo Method, in case of M =104 ,
M =105 .
After the implementation of the MCM, the output distributions
of the actual tool center points are used to express the estimates and
the standard deviations (or standard uncertainties) of the output variables. From this information, the coverage intervals containing the
output values with a deﬁned coverage probability can be summarized.
At this stage the coverage probabilities can be given in the three diﬀerent Cartesian directions corresponding to the machine tool coordinate
system. In order to visualize the results at each point of the predeﬁned toolpath a root mean square value was calculated. The results
are presented in ﬁgure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Coverage volume of the predicted toolpath (M =105 , on a
coverage level of 99.7%).
The uncertainty modelling results in a conﬁdence volume along the
trajectory of the tool center point. This three-dimensional probability
distribution can be used to express the root causes of variations in
conventional capability indicators in ISO 22514-1 [31]. It is important
to point out that the approach does not assume normal distribution
for the inputs or for the outputs. The input distributions are tested
for normality after the application of the statistical assessment method
in paper D. The output distribution is simulated through the MCM
(and as can be seen, the results are close to normal distribution).

Chapter 5

Discussion and Conclusion
In this thesis various aspects were presented to express and handle technical uncertainties on diﬀerent levels of production from higher system
level to operational. On the higher system level, concepts related to
the management of uncertainty in the quality control of industrial processes was discussed. On the operational level, a model-based solution
was introduced using homogeneous transformation matrices in combination with the Monte Carlo method to represent uncertainty related
to machining system speciﬁc capability. The goal of the thesis was to
cover the topics of i) acquisition, ii) processing, and iii) representation
of information by lifting uncertainty contributors to higher production
system level.
The conceptual fundamentals of expressing uncertainty in a complex system (particularly in production systems) were described in
chapter 2. Addressing the ﬁrst research question (RQ I), it was demonstrated that the ﬁeld of production engineering can beneﬁt from adopting the already established concept of measurement uncertainty from
the ﬁeld of metrology. With this background sources of errors, losses
of quality, systematic and random eﬀects in production can be better
understood from an uncertainty-based point of view. An important
conclusion is that the discussed GUM framework can be adopted in
the quantiﬁcation of uncertainty in production.
On the basis of the conceptual discussion in chapter 2, addressing
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the second research question (RQ II), a decision supportive procedure
was designed and implemented in chapter 3 to improve the management
of uncertainty in complex production systems through the integration
of measuring systems. In a broader perspective, the introduced procedure can be used to optimize the level of quantiﬁed uncertainty by
connecting cost factors to measurement parameters. One of the limitations of the approach is that changing parameters one by one makes
it diﬃcult to explore correlation eﬀects between two or more measurement parameters. Also, the detailed expression of economic costs can
be challenging [40]. Furthermore, describing the eﬀect of a changed
measurement parameter on type B uncertainty is not always straight
forward, and can require time consuming experiments with traceable
veriﬁcation.
Chapter 4 presented the publication with the framework including
the modelling of uncertainty in the positioning capability of machine
tools. This chapter addressed the third research question (RQ III)
- how can uncertainty analysis tools support the accuracy and precision analysis of machining systems? The proposed approach enables
to deﬁne an uncertainty volume in which, with given conﬁdence level,
the position of the tool center point with respect to the table can be
predicted. This approach was presented through the adaptation of existing measurement instruments and procedures, the implementation of
data analysis techniques and the composition of a computational model
employing homogeneous transformation matrices in combination with
the Monte Carlo Method.
The computational approach enables the uncertainty to be quantiﬁed on a volumetric level in the kinematics of machine tools and
utilize, primarily, measurement information regarding the short-term
repeatability of machine tools. The computational model can be used
for intermediate- or long-term repeatability sources. Kinematic modelling requires further measurements to describe more variation sources.
Furthermore, the connection between the quasi-static and dynamic repeatability is not straightforward. The drawbacks of the approach include the time consuming measurements necessary to be implemented
on machine tools and the computationally intensive MCM. An impor-
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tant opened question is that how the results of the model can be directed more towards the description of the repeatability performance
of the machine tool, while the accumulated eﬀect of measurement uncertainty is minimized.
Paper C demonstrated the possibility of utilizing upstream information on the capability of machining systems for quasi-static and
unloaded cases. The developed CAM-module based on a CAx software
framework can be beneﬁcial to support process planners and decisions
in production related to the available capabilities of used equipment.
The approach can be also used to optimize production processes by
selecting: i) the right machine tool for the right purpose, ii) optimal
mounting position of a given workpiece in the work space, iii) proper
process parameters corresponding to the capabilities of a given machine
tool and iv) necessary corrections or compensation procedure after the
identiﬁed root-causes of deviations. Together with the modelled uncertainty in production the range of applications can include: v) the
identiﬁcation of relevant uncertainty contributors for given processes,
and vi) the optimization and simpliﬁcation of the measurement procedure according to the signiﬁcant contributors.
The more extensive knowledge of measured errors and quantiﬁed
uncertainty can support decision making in production, process planning and maintenance. Examples of possible application areas for the
presented concept are machine tool manufacturing and usage. By applying the proposed concept, machine tool manufacturers can quantify
the eﬀect of a design change and/or a variation in assembly of the aggregated system behaviour. This way, optimal system performance can
be utilized. Machine tool end-users can use the proposed concept for
monitoring changes for prediction of equipment health and prognostic intelligence to signiﬁcantly enhance asset availability and minimize
unscheduled maintenance.

Chapter 6

Future Work
The presented work is an important milestone in a PhD thesis by providing the framework for assessment of errors and uncertainties aﬀecting the product quality. As it has been shown in the previous chapters,
there are certain enablers for the implementation of proposed framework. The main future steps address these aspects, including:
• the further development of the uncertainty model to an adaptive
Monte Carlo procedure (aMCp),
• the development of a quick capability test method, and
• the construction of a testbed towards the virtual twin of machine
tool.
In the aMCp, the number of necessary trials is chosen according
to the convergence of the given application. In this work, the MCM
application was highly computational power and time consuming. The
target with the aMCp is to enhance the time response of the provided
predictions of the introduced uncertainty model, so it can support more
time sensitive activities.
One of the drawbacks of the introduced approach in chapter 4 is
the long downtime of machine tools needed to implement the laser interferometer measurements for gathering direct measurement results
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of kinematic and geometric performance. For this reason, an alternative way will be introduced, through a sensor-based approach, which
enables faster testing and measurement of aggregated and individual
axis degradations of machine tools. The test method is also an investigation of the possibilities related to the combination of embedded
sensors in machine tools, providing direct measurement of kinematic
and geometric performance. To realize it, conventional sensors (e.g.
accelerometers, gyroscopes or inclinometers) need to fulﬁl metrological application requirements, where their calibration and traceability
need to be investigated. The proper measurement uncertainty assessment is one of the enablers to lift a combination of sensors towards a
measurement instrument level.
Finally, a testbed will be designed and constructed for the development of the quick capability test method. The testbed (including
two linear axis) will be also used to demonstrate the overall framework
with the visualization of the predicted uncertainty. Furthermore, it
aims at facilitating the connection between real physical capabilities of
machine tools and their mapped virtual ﬁngerprint towards the concept
of virtual twin of machine tool.
The main motivation behind the future work, is to ﬁnd a path
for metrology in advanced manufacturing of the 21st century. This
path builds on the fundamental metrological principles of uncertainty,
calibration and traceability. The understanding of determinism serves
as guidance in this research:
”Random results are the result of random procedures.”
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